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Champagne, Prosecco & Sparkling Wine
England
1.

Maidens Harvest Sparkling Wine, Barnsole, 2015

125ml / Bottle
49.5

A traditional bottle fermented white sparkling wine made with a blend of
Reichensteiner and Huxlerebe to make an approachable dry and balanced wine.
France
2.

Champagne Baron-Fuenté Brut Grande Réserve, N.V.

9.5 / 42

A pale yellow colour and a bouquet of apple, peach and pear. In the mouth, the
wine is balanced and interlaced with vinous aromas and fruit, supported by a good
structure.
3.

Champagne Duchatel Cuvée de Prestige Vintage, 2011

59.5

Exclusive to The Dog! The term Cuvée de Prestige denotes luxury - the finest
Champagne that money can buy. With the fullness and intensity of Pinot Noir, the
typical rich fruit and sweetness of Pinot Meunier and the delicate creamy finesse
characteristic of aged Chardonnay. Marc’s favourite!
4.

Champagne Bollinger Special Cuvée Brut, N.V.

69

A subtle combination of structure, length and vivacity; bubbles like velvet; pear,
brioche and spicy aromas, notes of fresh walnut.
5.

Champagne Moët Ice Imperial, N.V.

75

The broad, fleshy, voluptuous flavour of a fresh fruit salad with captivating
sweetness of caramel and quince jelly and a refreshing acidity of grapefruit and
ginger notes.
6.

Champagne Laurent Perrier Cuvée Rosé Brut, N.V.

85

Forthright, and very fresh on the nose. The wine suggests a basketful of small
berry fruits: strawberries, raspberries, blackcurrants, blackberries, redcurrants,
Morello and black cherries.
If stocks of the stated vintage are exhausted, then the closest possible alternative year will be offered.
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France
7.

Champagne Dom Pérignon Brut, 2009

125ml / Bottle
190

Long and satisfying on the palate with layers of yeasty, nutty flavours, superbly
fat and ripe. Dom Pérignon is vintage champagne only.
8.

Champagne Louis Roederer Cristal, 2009

220

Cristal is a remarkably balanced and refined champagne whose length is
inimitable. It has a silky texture and fruity aromas, complemented by a powerful
mineral quality with white fruit and citrus notes.
Italy
9.

Prosecco Spumante DOC, Bianca Nera, Veneto, NV

6 / 29.5

Pale light yellow colour, delicate and complex bouquet with fruity notes of peaches
and green apples with hints of acacia and wisteria. Fresh and light on the palate,
with balanced acidity and body; harmonious with a long persistent aftertaste.
10.

Rosé Millesimato ‘Redentore’, de Stefani, Veneto, 2016

34

Enjoyable Italian sparkling wine with apple and pear aromas and flavours plus
hints of citrus and jasmine. Lively, refreshing, organic and vegetarian/vegan
friendly.

If stocks of the stated vintage are exhausted, then the closest possible alternative year will be offered.
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White Wine

125ml / 175ml / 250ml / Bottle

England
11.

Dry Reserve, Barnsole, 2015

34

A fruit packed dry white wine made from 100% Reichensteiner, delivering
complex fruits and great body.
Chile
12.

Chardonnay, Ventopuro, Casablanca, 2016

32

With pineapple aromas and subtle buttery notes; the palate is fresh and balanced
with tropical fruits, mineral notes and just a hint of spicy oakiness. Elegant and
surprisingly complex.
France
13.

Picpoul de Pinet, Réserve Mirou, 2017

4.6 / 6.45 / 9.2 / 26

Surprisingly bright and fresh for a wine produced in such a warm clime, it’s rather
like a fuller bodied Muscadet with plenty of citrusy fruit: as such it makes for a
good food wine and is particularly good with seafood.
14.

Viognier, Domaine des Lauriers, IGP d'Oc, 2017

5.3 / 7.4 / 10.5 / 29

Ripe and mouth filling dry white from the Mediterranean coast of France with
exotic fruit flavours of apricots and peaches.
15.

Pinot Blanc, Kuentz Bas, 2016

36

Fresh fruit and white flowers dominate the nose, with suggestions of something
smoky. Fresh, balanced and fruity palate, with added texture and body. Harry’s
favourite!

If stocks of the stated vintage are exhausted, then the closest possible alternative year will be offered.
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France
16.

125ml / 175ml / 250ml / Bottle

Chablis, Domaine Fournillon, 2015

39

A wonderfully well balanced and rounded Chablis, with crisp notes of green
apples. While on the palate the freshness continues and some lovely hints of
minerality and even more green apples and hints of pear giving you a long finish
and a zippy acidity. Marc’s favourite!
17.

Sancerre, Domaine La Clef du Récit, A. Girard, Loire, 2017

44

Classic dry white with aromas and flavours of ripe citrus fruits and a lively acidity.
Stylish and appetising.
18.

Pouilly Fuissé, Domaine Cordier, Burgundy, 2017

48

Fantastic white Burgundy with masses of ripe fruit and spicy oak.
19.

Chassagne Montrachet, Christian Bergeret et Fille, 2016

60

A voluminous wine with flavours of peach, pear, and apple, with a subtle oaky,
nutty overtone.
Italy
20.

Pinot Grigio, Torre Dei Vescovi, 2017

4.7 / 6.6 / 9.5 / 27.5

Golden yellow in colour, it is delicate and complex with floral notes. Presenting a
velvety smooth, pleasantly fresh dry finish.
21.

Gavi, La Battistina, Piemonte, 2017

34.5

A fresh vibrant wine with citrus fruit produced from the Cortese grape. Well
rounded with good weight and a clean, crisp finish. Marilyn’s favourite!
New Zealand
22.

Sauvignon Blanc, Mount Beautiful, North Canterbury, 2017
6.4 / 9 / 12.9 / 36
A wonderful example of New Zealand Sauvignon - full of creamy tropical fruitiness
yet still fresh, with a crisp, mineral finish. Will’s favourite!

If stocks of the stated vintage are exhausted, then the closest possible alternative year will be offered.
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125ml / 175ml / 250ml / Bottle
Portugal
23.

Branco, Prunus, Dão, 2017

5 / 7 / 10 / 28

Well rounded and harmonious, with notes of tinned peaches and fresh herbs, a
fresh juicy palate and a long, mouth watering finish.
Slovenia
24.

Pinot Bianco, Quercus, Goriška Brda, 2018

29

On the nose there are notes of apple, grapefruit and lemon, as well as a pleasant
vanilla and caramel aroma. Smooth and full bodied on the palate, with a long
finish.
South Africa
25.

Sauvignon Blanc, Vondeling, Voor Pardeberg, 2017
4.9 / 6.9 / 9.9 / 26
The aromas on the nose carry through beautifully to a charged, fruit driven palate
with subtle zing, some flintiness and the lingering taste of guava.

Spain
26.

Macabeo 'Fuente Verde', Bodegas Monfil, Cariñena, 2017
3.9 / 5.4 / 7.7 / 22
Light, fresh and gently fruity dry white from this family-owned bodega.
Uncomplicated easy drinking and great value.

27.

Albariño ‘Pazo da Bouciña’, Adegas Arousa, 2015

34

Super dry white from the steeply sloping vineyards of north-west Spain. Bright
and zesty with aromas and flavours of citrus, apples and melons. A lively acidity
and hint of saltiness.

If stocks of the stated vintage are exhausted, then the closest possible alternative year will be offered.
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Rosé Wine

125ml / 175ml / 250ml / Bottle

England
28.

Hush Heath, Kent, 2015

38

Beautifully pale onion skin in colour. Fresh, red summer fruit with a delicate
herbal finish. Characteristic English acidity with hints of wild strawberry and white
currant on the palate, the finish is long and vinous.
France
29.

Cinsault Vieilles Vignes Rosé, Rare Vineyards Pays d'Oc, 2017
4.3 / 6 / 8.5 / 24
Made from 100% Cinsault and cool-fermented and bottled early to capture all the
fresh summer-fruit flavours. Shows notes of raspberry and cherry on a refreshing
palate.

30.

Coteaux Varois En Provence ‘Cuvée M’ Rosé, Domaine Saint Mitre, 2017
6.4 / 8.8 / 12 / 34
Beautiful ‘Provence’ Rosé, pale pink in colour with elegant floral aromas and the
flavours of fresh strawberries and summer fruits, a classy wine. Marilyn’s
favourite!

South Africa
31.

Chardonnay / Pinot Noir, Boschendal, Coastal Region, 2017

40

Hints of strawberry preserve impart an intriguing aroma, characteristic hints of
ripe red berries are also evident.

If stocks of the stated vintage are exhausted, then the closest possible alternative year will be offered.
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Red Wine

125ml / 175ml / 250ml / Bottle

Argentina
32.

Malbec, Bodegas Septima, Mendoza, 2017

5.4 / 7.45 / 10 / 28

Intense violet in colour with the flavour of sweet fruits – plums, blackberries and
quince, soft tannins with a hint of vanilla from its time in oak.
Australia
33.

Shiraz, Deakin Estate, Victoria, 2017

30

Good punchy Shiraz aromas of mulberry and plum, supported by hints of vanilla
and coffee oak. The palate is juicy, spicy and satisfying, with a rounded finish.
England
34.

Red Reserve, Barnsole, 2017

36

A harmonious blend of Rondo and Regent red varieties make this medium bodied
ruby red wine, showing redcurrants and a sense of delicate spice with soft tannins
and good length.
France
35.

Pinot Noir, Élevé, 2017

4.4 / 6 / 8.7 / 24

Shows cherry and blueberry flavours on the soft palate, finishes with a hint of
spice. Marilyn’s favourite – she’s even signed every bottle!
36.

Merlot, Domaine Baptiste Boutes, IGP d'Oc, 2018

5 / 7 / 10 / 28

Classic plummy Merlot fruitiness, mellow tannins and lovely soft texture. The
quality of a St. Emilion at a much lower price.

If stocks of the stated vintage are exhausted, then the closest possible alternative year will be offered.
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France
37.

125ml / 175ml / 250ml / Bottle

Côtes Du Rhône Villages' Les Coteaux', Boutinot, 2015

34

Elegant berry-fruit aromas backed with a hint of cedar and spice, soft supple
tannins marrying into the cherry-fruit flavours result in a wine that is rich and
smooth.
38.

Bordeaux Supérieur, Château Penin, 2015

34

From an estate acknowledged by top wine writers as one of most reliable sources
for great value claret this has the classic combination of black fruits savoury
tannins and a dash of appetising acidity.
39.

Fleurie, Pascal Clément, 2017

36

Grown on pure granite soil, it has a bright red colour with violet glints and a
bouquet of iris, rose and raspberry, the palate is fresh and supple. Marc’s
favourite!
40.

Blaye Côtes, Château Gontier, Bordeaux 2011

38

An elegant, complex and flavoursome wine offering fruity, spicy aromas.
Elegant, supple and silky on the palate, displaying an excellent balance between
finesse and power.
41.

Beaujolais-Villages, Château Des Vierres, Duboeuf, 2015

40

Attractive cherry coloured wine with a bouquet of strawberry and blackcurrant.
Smooth and well balanced.
42.

Château Hourtin Ducasse, Cru Bourgeois, Bordeaux 2014

46

This beautiful, structured wine is a classic Haut Médoc! Full and complex with ripe
berry flavours, and rounded off with smooth, yet bold tannins.
43.

St. Emilion Grand Cru, La Fleur Penin, 2015

48

A generous, aromatic nose of ripe red fruits with a touch of spice and liquorice.
Medium to full bodied with great concentration, a lovely softness and an elegance
enhanced by silky tannins.

If stocks of the stated vintage are exhausted, then the closest possible alternative year will be offered.
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France
44.

125ml / 175ml / 250ml / Bottle

Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Bois de Pied Redal, Ogier, 2016

48

Shows dark fruit flavours, such as black cherry and blackcurrant, spiced with
liquorice and aromatic herbs; the palate is full-bodied with fine-grained tannins
which give it a smooth finish.
45.

Givry 1er Cru 'Clos Jus', Laurent Mouton, Burgundy, 2015

49.5

Great value red Burgundy, drinking beautifully now. Concentrated red fruit
flavours of the Pinot grape, herbal notes and savoury tannins.
46.

Le Relais de Durfort-Vivens, Margaux, 2012

60

A blend of 65% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot and 15% Cabernet Franc,
generally from the younger vines, that sees less oak ageing. Minerally, autumn
fruit compote, with blackberry and plum, spice and high violet notes.
Italy
47.

Primitivo IGT, Solo Rosso, Puglia, 2017

4.4 / 6.2 / 8.6 / 24

Soft and easy-drinking red from the ‘heel’ of Italy. Packed full of black fruit
flavours, with a dash of savoury tannins and appetising acidity.
48.

Montepulciano d'Abruzzo, Villa Medoro, 2015

33

Prizewinning, savoury red with blackberry, cherry and cassis notes; along with the
classic touch of spice that defines a good Montepulciano.
49.

Edizione Oro Appassimento Rosso, Veneto, 2016

36

The full bodied palate has heady notes of black fruits, spice and chocolate with a
perfect balance between soft tannins and acidity which all lead into a long and
fruit forward finish.
New Zealand
50.

Pinot Noir, Mt. Beautiful, North Canterbury, 2016

36

Sophisticated fragrances of black cherries and violets and an elegantly expressive
palate of ripe bramble fruit and subtle tannins. Will’s favorite!
If stocks of the stated vintage are exhausted, then the closest possible alternative year will be offered.
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Portugal
51.

125ml / 175ml / 250ml / Bottle

Tinto, Prunus, Dão, 2016

5 / 7 / 10 / 28

Lightly oaked and perfectly balanced, with a silky texture and crisp edge. The
nose is cram packed with mulberries, blackberries and anise. On the palate black
cherry and raspberry fruit tones with creamy and chocolaty oak flavours. Harry’s
favourite!
Slovenia
52.

Cabernet Merlot, Quercus, Goriška Brda, 2016

32

Fruity bouquet of blackcurrant, strawberry bush and plum, leading to a smooth,
full bodied palate with a long finish.
South Africa
53.

Pinotage, Boschendal, Coastal Region, 2016

39

Rich, ripe and vibrant red and black currants, spice and plumbs. A classic example
of South Africa’s very own grape varietal.
Spain
54.

Garnacha 'Fuente Verde', Bodegas Monfil, Cariñena, 2017
3.9 / 5.4 / 7.8 / 22
Soft and ripe fruity red with hints of savoury tannins and herbs. Dangerously
quaffable and good value for money.

55.

Rioja Crianza, Luis Alegre, 2015

6.4 / 8.95 / 12.7 / 34

The classic Rioja combination of ripe, soft fruitiness and savoury oakiness. This
wine definitely over-delivers for its price.
56.

Monastrell ‘Macho Man’, Casa Rojo, Jumilla, 2016

40

Hand-harvested grapes from old vines provide the raw material for this big and
boisterous wine with flavours of red and black fruit with mineral and balsamic notes.

If stocks of the stated vintage are exhausted, then the closest possible alternative year will be offered.
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Alcohol Free Wine

Bottle

Germany
57.

Eisberg Alcohol Free Sauvignon Blanc Wine

15

Fresh, aromatic Sauvignon Blanc with classic gooseberry and tropical fruit
flavours.
58.

Eisberg Cabernet Sauvignon Alcohol Free Red Wine

15

Fresh and fruity Cabernet Sauvignon with ripe cassis and berry flavours.
Spain
59.

Codorniu Zero Alcohol Sparkling Wine

18

A de-alcoholised sparkler made from the Airen variety, showing fresh sweet
tropical fruit, apple and citrus flavours on a rich, fruity palate.
Pudding Wine & Port

100ml /Bottle

France
60.

Royal Tokaji ‘Late Harvest’ 2016

7.5 / 30 (50cl)

Aromas of apricot and a hint of orange peel later turning to honey, this classic
pudding wine is rich yet delicate and lingers forever.
61.

Banyuls 'Robert Pages', Domaine Madeloc, N.V.
8.5 / 34 (50cl)
Exotic red fortified wine from the coast of the Mediterranean - sweet and fruity
with flavours of plums, baked figs and coffee. Harry’s favourite!

Portugal
62.

Port Reserva, Ramos Pinto N.V, 750ml

5.5 / 28

The perfect end…from one of the few remaining family-owned Port lodges.
63.

Taylor’s Late Bottled Vintage Port 2011, 750ml

6 / 30

Classic Late Bottled Vintage Port wine, from top quality producer.
If stocks of the stated vintage are exhausted, then the closest possible alternative year will be offered.
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